WE BELIEVE THAT GREAT ART SHOULD BE FREE AND ACCESSIBLE TO ALL.

Landmarks is the public art program of The University of Texas at Austin. By presenting modern and contemporary art by some of the most admired and promising artists of our time, our projects inspire thought and growth. Visit LandmarksUT.org for information about the collection and public programs, to access audio and youth activity guides, or to make Turrell Skyspace reservations.

HELP CONSERVE PUBLIC ART
landmarksdonate.org

CONTACT
(512) 495-4151
landmarks@austin.utexas.edu

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
College of Fine Arts

FOLLOW US!

@LandmarksUT

NORTH CAMPUS
1 Mark di Suvero
Clock House
Between Chemical and Petroleum Engineering & Engineering Teaching Center I
2 Peter Regniato
Kingfish
Student Services Building
3 Ben Rubin
And That’s The Way It Is
James B. Jones Communications Center
4 Michael Ray Charles (Forever Free) Ideas, Languages and Conversations
Gordon-Wall Building
5 Hans Hokanson
Source
Larry B. Tealman NanoSc and Tech
6 Robert Murray
Chikur
Robert Seamans Building
7 Nancy Rubins
Drawing
Robert Seamans Building
8 Nancy Rubins
Monochrome for Austin
Norman Hackerman Building

CENTRAL CAMPUS
9 Jennifer Steinkamp
Eon
Robert A. Welch Hall
10 Sol LeWitt
Circle with Towers
Geodes Del Complex
11 Casey Reas
A Mathematical Theory of Communication
Geodes Del Complex
12 Deborah Butterfield
Vernissage
Peter O’Donnell Jr. Building
13 Sol LeWitt
Wall Drawing #580
Geodes Del Complex
14 Mihai Brajor
An Interval of Time
Jackson Geoscientific Sciences Building
15 Beverly Pepper
From The Holy Fool
Bass Gallery
16 Juan Hamilton
Curve and Shadow, No. 2
Bass Gallery
17 James Turrell
The Color Inside
Bass Concert Hall

WEST CAMPUS
18 Donald Lipski
The West
Between 21st & 22nd & Guadalupe
19 Walter Dusenberg
Pedagoga
John Building
20 Anthony Caro
Vedduga (Glimpse)
Bass Concert Hall & West Mall Office
21 Willard Boepple
Elegance at 7:16
Between 21st & 22nd Hall
22 José Parla
Amistad América
Robert H.突出问题
23 Raoul Hague
Big Indian Mountain
A I.O. Kunstakademie Berlin and Conference Center
24 Joel Perlman
Square II
South of Graves International Library

SOUTH CAMPUS
25 Ann Hamilton
ONE EVERYONE
Health Discovery, Health Transformation, Human Learning Building
26 Beth Campbell
Spontaneous number(s), Possible past
Human Learning Building
27 Marc Quinn
Spiral of the Galaxy
Jaime Lien Cabot & Sarah Pavlow & Health Learning Building
28 Seymour Lipton
Guardian
Health Learning Building
29 Seymour Lipton
Pioneer
Health Learning Building
30 Seymour Lipton
Gadabout
Health Learning Building

NORTHEAST CAMPUS
29 Magdalena Abakanowicz
Figure on a Trunk
Bass Concert Hall
30 Louise Bourgeois
Eyes
Bass Concert Hall
31 Bryan Hunt
Anachora
Bass Concert Hall
32 Eduardo Paolozzi
Figure
Bass Concert Hall
33 Antoine Pevsner
Column of Peace
Bass Concert Hall
34 Ursula von Rydingsvard
Umbrella (Seven Mountains)
Bass Concert Hall
35 Anita Wechsler
Victory Ball
Bass Concert Hall
36 Koren Der Harootian
Prometheus and Vulture
Bass Concert Hall
37 Jim Dine
History of Black Bronze I
Bass Concert Hall
38 David Hare
The Swan’s Dream of Leda
Bass Concert Hall
39 Frederick Kiesler
Winged Victory
Bass Concert Hall
40 Landmarks Video
A series of video art
Bass Concert Hall
41 Tony Smith
Amarilli
West of Texas Memorial Museum
42 Bernard Meadows
Augustus
Between Jesse H. Jones Hall & Townes Hall

Location and viewing conditions subject to change. Check LandmarksUT.org for updates.